Learning objectives

Quick Practice - Simple sentences

40 - 60+ months:
•

Recognises numerals 1 to 5.

•
Counts up to three or four objects by saying one number name for each
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Counts actions or objects which cannot be moved.
40-60+• months:
•

Counts objects to 10, and beginning to count beyond 10.

• Hears and says the initial sound in words.
•
Counts an irregular arrangement of up to ten objects.
• Can segment
the sounds in simple words and blend them
together
and
knows
letters
somebyof
them.them.
•
Estimates
howwhich
many objects
theyrepresent
can see and checks
counting
• Links sounds to letters, naming and sounding the letters of
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the alphabet.
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words
simple
sentences.
. to read
Children
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• order
Usesand
some
clearly
identifiable
meaning, representing some sounds correctly and in
sequence.
• Writes own name and other things such as labels, captions.

Early Learning Goals: Writing and Reading
• Children use their phonic knowledge to write words in ways
which match their spoken sounds.
• Children read and understand simple sentences. They use
phonic knowledge to decode regular words and read them
aloud accurately.

Activity 1 - Reading sentences
Read each sentence and draw it the box.

The cat is black.

I like the blue hat.

I see a yellow sun.

My dog is wet.

The fox is in a bush.

The flower is pink and green.

Can you change each sentence and tell it to a friend?

Activity 2 - Mix and match sentences
Cut out the cards. Mix and match them to make new, funny sentences.
My mum

has curly hair.

The brown horse

runs very fast.

The clown
My brother

wears dirty boots.

A dolphin

swims in the sea.

My baby sister

cries all the time.

This yellow duck
The pig
The little frog
My teacher
Your pet bird

(Write your name)

has a red nose.

quacks all day.
eats all the food.
jumps off a log.
reads lots of books.
lives in a cage.
likes to

Activity 3a - Jumbled sentences
Rearrange the words to make a simple sentence. Spot the full stops
and capital letters to help. Write out the correct sentences.

like I bus. on ride the to

image

bat The wings. two has

tree. in A is bird the

red. My is flower

Activity 3b - Jumbled sentences
Rearrange the words to make a simple sentence. Spot the full stops
and capital letters to help. Write out the correct sentences.

you up zip? Can do the

has tail. a bushy fox The

dad can My football. play

eat love I to apples.

Activity 4a - Writing simple sentences
Ruby Robot has a list of words in her computer. Use them to make
some simple sentences. Tell your sentences to a friend.

I

Mum

Dad

like

play

can

see

have

a

the

to

with

big

little

red

white

my

cat

bed

fish

toy

fish

and

car

Activity 4b - Writing simple sentences
Can you write five sentences using Ruby Robot’s words? Remember
your capital letters and full stops.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Change one word in each sentence. Does it still makes sense?

